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Abstract—Data collection is pervasively bound to our digital
lifestyle. A recent study reports that the growth of the data
created and replicated in 2020 was even higher than in the
previous years to an astonishing global amount of 64.2 zettabytes
of data. There are numerous companies whose services/products
rely heavily on data analysis, and mining the produced data has
already revealed great value for businesses in different sectors.
In order to be able to support the professionals that do this job,
typically known as data scientists, we first need to characterize
them. To contribute towards this characterization, we conducted
a public survey and in this work we present the results about a
particular aspects of their life: the tools they use and need.

Index Terms—data science, survey, empirical evidence

I. INTRODUCTION

Every day huge amounts of data are created and mined [1],
[2], [3]. It is estimated that every minute 5.7 million searches
are conducted on Google and there are 575 thousand posts on
Twitter. Companies from all sectors have realized the value of
their data and are using it to gain competitive advantage [2],
[4], [5], [?], [6]. This exploitation of the collected data makes
it one of the most valuable resources to organizations: in 2017
The Economist stated that oil was no longer the world’s most
valuable resource, losing that position to data [3] and that data
scientist was the sexiest job of the 21st century [4].

To fully understand how we can assist data science workers
being more productive, we need to understand who they are,
how they work, what are the skills they hold/lack, and which
tools they use/need. The main goal of this preliminary work
is to clarify one of these aspects, namely:
RQ Which technologies are most frequently used?

To accomplish this goal we conducted a public survey
distributed worldwide whose results we now present.

II. SURVEY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The survey was divided in six sections, and followed the
subsequent structure: 1) Academic background; 2) Profes-
sional situation; 3) Self-evaluation of strengths on several
tasks; 4) Work characterization (problems, time spent coding);
5) Technologies used; 6) Demographic questions.

The survey was built using Google Forms and distributed
online via several forums, namely Stack Overflow, Kaggle,
Reddit, Facebook, and LinkedIn, but also through email people
and communities known to be working in data science. The
survey was open from April to the end of 2020.
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III. SURVEY RESULTS

TABLE I
COUNTRY AND GENDER DEMOGRAPHICS.

Country Female Male Total

Australia 1 1 2
Brazil 0 4 4
Canada 1 7 8
Germany 0 6 6
India 0 6 6
Netherlands 1 1 2
Norway 2 1 3
Portugal 12 32 44
Spain 1 2 3
Switzerland 1 1 2
Thailand 1 1 2
UK 0 7 7
USA 3 9 12
Other 6 9 15
Total 29 87 116

We wanted
to gather a large
number of responses
from a diverse group
of people in terms of
geography, gender,
and age. To capture
this information,
the survey included
a section with
demographic
questions asking
participants their
gender, their age
and their country.
This data is shown
in Table I.

A. Technology
We analyze these results under the perspective of the

academic background of the participants since there are some
difference for professionals with and without a computer
science (CS) background.

a) IDEs or Editors: Figure 1 shows the choices of the
participants regarding IDEs or editors. The most used IDE by
people with a CS background is IPython/Jupyter (21,93%),
which is quite similar to the usage of people without a
CS background (20,69%), making IPython/Jupyter the second
option in this group. The most used editor by people without
a CS background is RStudio, but its use by people with a CS
background is much lower (8,56%). In the group of people
with CS background, the second most used text editor is
PyCharm (14,97%), which reveals a preference for Python
editors. In addition to IDEs and text editors, 16,58% of people
with a CS background indicated using another option (e.g.
IntelliJ or Matlab). For people without a CS background, this
percentage is less than half (8,05%).

b) Programming, Scripting or Markup: The 3 program-
ming languages (PLs) most used by people with or without
a CS background coincide: Python, SQL and R (see Figure 2
in Appendix). The biggest difference concerns R, which was
indicated by 10,98% (respectively, 21,11%) of the people with
(respectively, without) a CS background. SQL was the second
most indicated PL. In addition to Scala, there were six more
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Fig. 1. IDE or Editor by background.

PLs that were only mentioned by people with CS background
(C#, Go, DAX, Julia, USQL, and Visual Basics), and two PLs
that were only mentioned by people without CS background
(SAS and Spark). Overall, we note that Python and SQL are
the two most used PLs by data science professionals and that
people with a CS background use a greater diversity of PLs
than people without a background in CS.

c) Machine Learning Frameworks/Libraries/Tools: As
can be seen in Figure 3, concerning the participants with a
CS background, the most indicated options were the library
scikit-learn (21,46%), the open-source platform Tensorflow
(13,24%), and the artificial neural networks library Keras
(10,05%). In the group of people without CS background,
scikit-learn (19,59%) and Tensorflow (11,34%) appear again
as the first and second most indicated options, and in third
place comes the machine learning framework Torch/PyTorch
(10,31%). All four share the fact that they allow the application
of machine learning techniques using Python, which reinforces
the preference for Python. Some options were only mentioned
by participants in one of the groups, with 10 (respectively, 3)
being mentioned only by people with (respectively, without)
a CS background. Finally, we also note that the percentage of
participants without a CS background who indicated not using
any type of tool is 6,19%, while in the group of people with
a CS background this percentage is only 0,91%.

d) Statistics Packages/Tools: Figure 4 shows the re-
sponses we obtained. It is clear that spreadsheet editors are
the preferred tools for statistical analysis amongst both profes-
sionals with (39,33%) and without CS background (33,82%).
Tableau is also widely used. On the other hand, SPSS and
SAS, despite sharing several features with Tableau, are mainly

used only by professionals without CS background. Finally, it
is relevant to notice that 14,61% and 7,35% of professionals
with and without CS background, respectively, indicated not
using any statistics packages/tools during their work, which
amounts to 11,46% of the respondents.

e) Data visualization Libraries/Tools: Figure 5 shows the
choices of the participants. Once again, there is a clear pre-
dominance of Python-based libraries. The most used libraries
are Matplotlib, Seaborn, and ggplot2. Tools that provide an
interactive way to create/manage visualizations, such as Power
BI or Tableau, are also widely used. With this information we
can also infer that almost no data science professional can
conduct their work without a visualization tool.

B. Answering the RQ
There seems to be a slight difference in the choices between

those with a CS background and those without. Professionals
with a CS background have a strong preference for Python,
which is reflected in their preferred IDE as well as their
choices in machine learning and data visualization technolo-
gies. Aside from Python, R appears to be a common choice
among professionals without a CS background. Finally there
seems to be a consensus among professionals in choosing
spreadsheet editors for the statistical analysis of data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our goal was to know the technologies used by data science
professionals. We conducted an online worldwide survey, hav-
ing obtained 116 valid answers. The results show that Python
and R are the most popular tools. However, spreadsheets are
also quite popular. Moreover, there seems to be some different
between data scientists with and without a CS background.



APPENDIX

Fig. 2. Programming, Scripting or Markup Language by background.

Fig. 3. Machine Learning Frameworks/Libraries/Tools by background.



Fig. 4. Statistics packages/tools by background.

Fig. 5. Data visualization libraries/tools by background.
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